
1、Site Chosen
As China does not have the concept of "slum", based on the construction that workers have

"young adults", "low degree of culture" and "migrant workers" characteristics, and their survival
situation is not optimistic .Then in the short terms,construction of China will not be rapidly
reduced tendencily, so this type of crowd will exist for a long time.Our design will change their
living condition, and do a more humanized design.As Shenzhen is a rapidly development city, its
phenomenon is one of the most specific view in China ,so we choose China as our site .

2、design solution
In this design, we have to consider creation a suitable living environment for workers, but also

consider the characteristics of temporary buildings on construction sites.
First, we use a prefabricated construction technology, each unit is a box load by truck to the

site, take advantage of the construction site of the original construction scaffolding as frame
construction, the boxes listed on the frame.

Monomer design adopts the draw method and the overall transport make it easy to move and
reuse . Specific ways is drawn from a whole Unit as a learning and entertainment space, so the
furniture in the unit are configured in which the bed can be folded up to reached the drawing
purposes. Indoor communicate and entertainment space with a reasonable set of flow storage
space, improve the living conditions of Construction workers. Canteen, bath and sanitary facilities
will be unified set.

The use of green system as the building facade can create green nodes for the site, making
the site as well as the city more beautify , changing the dirty and messy impression on people's
mind , Also can achieve the effect of preventing dust, providing shading, isolating of heat.

3、 Business Plan
1、 Abstract
We are committed to solving the housing problems of low-income, residential construction

workers chosen as the main design objects. On the one hand to solve their comfort , to provide
space for communication, on the other hand is committed to changing the urban environment ,
making the construction site no longer be a scar of the city ,and making it has the effect of
beautifying the city.
2. Task
Construction workers as low-income population of the city, only to live in a simple shed.

Existing shed lack of necessary living facilities, poor in comfort. The design is committed to
changing the existing sheds, providing a pleasant residential for construction workers. The new
construction of the dormitory meets the following function. It is easy to transport, easy to
disassemble, inexpensive, isolation of noise, dust, insulation, not only to provide the necessary
residential living facilities, and provide entertainment and learning spaces available for exchange.
3. Market analysis
3.1 Target Market Introduction
After China's reform and opening up, Shenzhen, as the rise of new cities, has a very large

amount of construction and the future high- volume urban construction will continue. The
existing shed is simple prefabricated houses, there is a big problem. After investigation, we found



that workers have a great dissatisfaction on the existing barrack. Therefore, we have reason to
believe that the transformation of the new shed has a very large market.
3.2 customer purchasing criteria
As a low-income group, construction workers will not and can’t choose expensive luxury

products. Cost-effective products are always favored by the crowd. For the workers, improve
their quality of life in the economy can afford is the most important. And for the person in charge
of construction, effectively reducing the cost of the shed is the first element of the purchase. So
our design should to meet the needs of both sides.
4. Product and Technic
Adopt the way of superposition of the fleetly to build it quickly, the elevation sets the

epidermis of green plants .Its’Unit adopts the way of smoke stack with the folding furniture inside,
which can ensure the whole transportation.The design of the concrete operation way can be seen
in the previous page.
5. Value the Evaluation

Construction budget table( a unit as an example）

SN Item Unit Number Unit
Price(￥）

Valence
(￥）

Proportion
of total
investment
（%）

Remarks

1 Door PCS 3 340 1020 4.2%

Building
material

2 Window ㎡ 7.773 130 1010.5 4.1%
3 Wall ㎡ 93 45 4185 17.0%
4 Floor ㎡ 33 57 1881 7.6%
5 Roof ㎡ 33 22 726 2.9%

6
External
wall
decoration

㎡ 93 25 2325 9.4%

7 Inner wall
decoration ㎡ 93 30 2790 11.3%

8 Roof
decoration ㎡ 33 15 495 2.0%

9 Sprung roof ㎡ 33 30 990 4.0%

10
Laminate
flooring ㎡ 33 50 1650 6.7%

11 Walkways
and terrace ㎡ 11 40 440 1.8%

12 Stairs ㎡ 6 160 960 3.9%

13 Architecture
framework m 133 15 1995 8.1%

14 Vertical
greening ㎡ 60 40 2400 9.7%

Total price (Building material) (￥) 22867.5 92.7%



15 Bed PCS 8 65 520 2.1%

Indoor
furniture

16 Wardrobe PCS 2 67 134 0.5%
17 Bookshelf PCS 2 55 110 0.5%
18 Desk PCS 2 73 146 0.6%
19 Rotary chair PCS 2 90 180 0.7%

20 Ceiling
lamp PCS 4 40 160 0.6%

21 Tea table PCS 1 60 60 0.3%
22 Little table PCS 4 6 24 0.1%
23 Dining table PCS 1 120 120 0.5%

24 Dining
chairs PCS 2 50 100 0.4%

25 Folding
chair PCS 4 45 180 0.7%

26 Desk lamp PCS 3 20 60 0.3%
Total price (Indoor furniture) (￥) 1794 7.3%
Total price (￥) 24661.5
Building area (㎡) 33
The average price per square meter (￥) 747.3

6、Competitive Analysis
6.1 the Competitor
With its low price ,the existing barrack becomes the main competitor of the ecotype box

barrack .Although existing barrack’s comfort is poor, building energy consumption is also
much.But in comparison with the cost of the new barrack’s 750 yuan / ㎡, its one-time only 600
yuan / ㎡ of low input must be a major attraction for investors.

6.2 the Competition Strategy
Ecotype box-type barrack can provide omfortable life environment for construction workers,

which can be welcomed by the common workers and also with strong competitiveness.Though its
one-time input is higher than existing barrack, but the whole assembly transportation feature
makes its’ repeated use times completely higher than the existing barrack .Accounting all ,its’
single use cost is not higher than the existing barrack.And ecotype box-type barrack notices
sunshade design, which can effectively reduce the indoor temperature in hot summer in
shenzhen, and also reduce or even completely without the use of air conditioning.Air
conditioning energy consumption cost savings will also be quite considerable.Therefore, in the
process of actual operation, ecotype box-type barrack has strongger competitiveness in its
comfort and livable, in a single use , low price still keeps its characteristics, compared with the
existing barrack.
7. Summarize

Through the above comprehensive analysis, the new type of ecological box barrack is
comfortable, its price is also very low,which can not only improve the life quality of construction
workers, but also improve the image of the city .Investors will be willing to choose the low
input barrack, and as users, construction workers will also be more willing to choose this
comfortable house.Therefore, this new type of ecological box barrack is practical.


